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About the Appliance Controller
For help with troubleshooting Appliance Controller issues, see the Troubleshooting Tips and FAQs 
section of the Appliance Controller Documentation Center.

Appliance Controller Compatibility and Supported Quantum Hardware
See the Appliance Controller Compatibility section of the StorNext 7 Compatibility Guide.

Upgrades
Caution: Upgrade the  Appliance Controller for NAS clustered environments BEFORE upgrading 
StorNext on the system (firmware upgrade).

 l To upgrade the Appliance Controller, see Upgrades in the Appliance Controller Documentation 
Center.

 l To upgrade your appliance, see Upgrade the System (Upgrade Firmware) in the Appliance InfoHub 
Documentation Center.

NAS Licensing and Enablement
There are two licensing models supported for StorNext appliances as of StorNext 7.0.2. Depending on 
the license model applied to your system, you may or may not have to license the StorNext NAS feature 
separately.

Do I need to install a StorNext NAS feature license if subscription licenses are used on my 
system?

No. When subscription licenses (supported in StorNext 7.x and later) are applied to the system, there are 
no StorNext licenses to install. StorNext NAS is covered under the StorNext Data Services Node 
subscription license, which is managed on the License page on myStorNext (go to 
https://mystornext.quantum.com). If subscription licenses are used on the system, the About page in the 
StorNext GUI includes the product key, and there is no license page to manage licenses.

See the StorNext 7 Compatibility Guide on the StorNext 7 Doc Center for appliances supported in 
StorNext 7.0.2 and later.

Do I need to install a StorNext NAS feature license if perpetual licenses are used on my system?

Yes, depending on a few factors. For systems running StorNext NAS under the perpetual license model, 
StorNext NAS is a licensed feature. For these systems, if the StorNext NAS license was not pre-installed, 
a license must be purchased and the license file applied to the system in order to use StorNext NAS. Use 
the license page on the StorNext GUI to install the license.

 Additional notes about perpetual StorNext NAS licenses:

https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/flare/Content/appliances/ACC/DocSite/Troubleshoot/ACC_TS_TipsAndFAQs.htm
https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/Flare/Content/stornext/SNS_PDFs/Compatibility_Guide.pdf
https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/flare/Content/appliances/ACC/DocSite/Upgrades/ACC_Upgrades.htm
https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/Flare/Content/appliances/common/InfoHubDocSite/shared_SN_appliances/Topics/InfoHub/UpgradeFirmware.htm
https://mystornext.quantum.com/
https://www.quantum.com/snsdocs
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 l For Xcellis Foundation systems, StorNext NAS licenses are pre-installed.
 l For supported StorNext 7 appliances [Xcellis Workflow Director, Xcellis Workflow Extender Gen 2, 

Xcellis Workflow Extender (R630), Xcellis Foundation, and Artico (R630)] using perpetual licenses, 
which are not already running StorNext NAS, you must purchase and install StorNext NAS licenses for 
all systems running StorNext NAS:
 o For supported StorNext 7 appliances WITH a StorNext GUI [Xcellis Workflow Director, Xcellis 

Foundation, and Artico (R630)] using perpetual licenses, install the license on the Licenses page in 
the StorNext GUI.  See the Obtain and Install StorNext Licenses – GUI-based Appliances page of 
the Appliance InfoHub Doc Center.

 o For supported StorNext 7 appliance\s WITHOUT a StorNext GUI [Xcellis Workflow Extender Gen 2, 
and Xcellis Workflow Extender (R630)] using perpetual licenses, install the license from the 
command line Service Menu of the appliance. See the Obtain and Install StorNext Licenses – 
Quantum Appliances Without a StorNext GUI page of the Appliance InfoHub Doc Center.

 l If your system uses perpetual licenses, contact your Quantum Account Manager to ask about 
obtaining the StorNext NAS license.

New Features, Notes, and Fixed Issues
The following sections present new features, notes and fixed issues for  Appliance Controller 4.x releases.

Appliance Controller 4.0

New Features and Enhancements
 l (HYDRA-3341) Enhanced the local auth command to use LDAP with a Samba extension.

 o This feature allows you to centralize local user management within the LDAP database.
 o This feature provides faster access to your information and the implementation of group 

management.
 l (HYDRA-5440) You can now specify an interface when you configure your virtual IP address in the VIP 

pool to force the VIP on the specified interface. For example:

nascluster add virtual ipaddr 192.168.1.10 192.168.1.11:eth0

 l (HYDRA-5526) Implemented routing for the master VIP so it is not on the default network.
 l (HYDRA-5529) Updated the Python code base to version 3.

https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/Flare/Content/appliances/common/InfoHubDocSite/Default.htm#shared_StorNext/Topics/licenses-obtain_install.htm
http://www.quantum.com/ApplianceInfoHub
https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/Flare/Content/appliances/common/InfoHubDocSite/Default.htm#shared_StorNext/Topics/licenses-obtain_install-Gateway.htm
https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/Flare/Content/appliances/common/InfoHubDocSite/Default.htm#shared_StorNext/Topics/licenses-obtain_install-Gateway.htm
http://www.quantum.com/ApplianceInfoHub
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 l (HYDRA-5781) Updated the version of keepalived to 2.1.5 to allow for a proper cleanup of any stale 
SMB connections during a fail-over.

 l (HYDRA-5794) You can now create and manage a user group with the following auth commands:
 o auth add local members <username1,...> groupname

 o auth add local group <groupname> [<gid>]

 o auth delete local members <username1,...> groupname

 o auth show local group <groupname>

 o auth delete local group <groupname> [recursive]

 l (HYDRA-5807) When you perform an upgrade, the upgrade process uses the HTTPS protocol.
 l (HYDRA-5838) Updated the version of Samba to 4.16.5.

For additional information, see the Appliance Controller Compatibility section of the StorNext 7.x 
Compatibility Guide.

Fixed Issues

Change Request Description

HYDRA-1029 The LDAPSAM needs to be able to use admin user that is not standard.

HYDRA-5612 The nascluster shows a node joined even if CTDB reports the node is bad.

HYDRA-5631 The valid users options, including escape characters, are imported from net conf import.

HYDRA-5665 Failed to enable DNS NAS Cluster after upgrading.

HYDRA-5746 Setting a VIP pool should reset the bind interfaces.

HYDRA-5755 Do not attempt to ping the autosupport server if it is not enabled.

HYDRA-5759 The net ads join should not attempt to update the DNS server.

HYDRA-5821 The nascluster gets stuck in a fail-over loop.

Known Issues
The following section presents known issues and any applicable workarounds.

https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/Flare/Content/stornext/SNS_PDFs/Compatibility_Guide.pdf
https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/Flare/Content/stornext/SNS_PDFs/Compatibility_Guide.pdf
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Change Request Issue Description Workaround (If Applicable)

HYDRA-2789 Currently, the creation of log files do not 
support any options to change the level 
of detail they include.

There is no workaround.

HYDRA-2822 If you have nas configuration on your 
system, NFS does not respond for a 
very long time.This can occur if you 
have a managed filesystem, but the 
CVFS mount option dmnfsthreads is 
not in place.

Do not create an NFS share on a 
managed filesystem if the CVFS mount 
option is not in place.

HYDRA-5596 When you add an iSCSI target and 
target IP address(es) cannot be 
reached, then the controller might 
report a validation failure. For example:

Validation failure: Name 
(sample) is already 
registered by a target. 
(E-2002)

The error should report an operation 
failure similar to the following:

Operation failure: subnet 
p1p1.100:iscsia target IP 
address 192.168.0.223: 
unreachable (E-2003)

Note: This might only be an 
erroneous reporting issue, and the 
target might already be added to 
the iSCSI configuration despite 
the validation failure report.

Run the command below to verify the 
issue:

iscsiadm show status

If you see the target in the output of the 
command, then you must resolve the 
access issue of the specific IP address
(es) of the target. After you resolve the 
issue with the target IP address(es), then 
run the command below to start the 
target sessions:

iscsiadm session 
target=<target-name> login
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Change Request Issue Description Workaround (If Applicable)

HYDRA-5694 During a cluster upgrade when you 
execute the system upgrade 
command, the master node fails to 
upgrade and returns an error (for 
example):

Waiting for node rejoin 
after upgrade ...

+129.982 | Sending 
nascluster_wait_rejoin to 
node 10.65.188.225

+129.982 | (7014, 'NAS 
cluster operation failed: 
Node 10.65.188.225 does 
not have a controller 
running. (E-7014)')

Execute the nascluster show version 
command to validate if you encounter 
this issue. Verify that the primary node 
is running Appliance Controller version 
3.1.0 and the secondary node is 
upgraded (for example):

BHM:node1> nascluster show 
version

NAS Cluster IP: 
10.65.174.36/eth0, Master: 
Yes, SNFS Root: 
/stornext/snfs1, Joined: 
Yes

ID: bcaa7a16-c149-11ec-
8ab3-0050569b5311

Cluster Hostname:

DNS Enabled: No

Load balancing: HAProxy
(leastconn)

NFS-HA: Disabled

To workaround this issue, do the 
following:

 1. Remove the primary node from the 
cluster:

nascluster leave

 2. Perform the upgrade:

system upgrade local

 3. Join the node to the NAS cluster:

nascluster join 
/stornext/snfs1
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Change Request Issue Description Workaround (If Applicable)

Cluster VIP: 10.65.168.71 
(active) nas.example.com

Nodes: 2

*1: 10.65.174.36 (Joined) 
node1.example.com | 
Quantum x86_64 Appliance 
Controller 3.1.0-15883

2: 10.65.181.144 (Joined) 
node2.example.com | 
Quantum x86_64 Appliance 
Controller 3.1.1-15932
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Change Request Issue Description Workaround (If Applicable)

HYDRA-5896 If you upgrade a StorNext Xcellis 
Appliance Platform and do not have the 
Appliance Controller software enabled, 
then the upgrade process might report 
the Appliance Controller upgrade 
portion is Incomplete even though the 
Appliance Controller software is 
correctly upgraded.

To workaround this issue, perform the 
steps outlined below:

 1. To determine if the upgrade is 
incomplete, find the following error 
message in the /var/log/snnas_
controller log file:

server.py:142 Appliance 
controller Failed: 
local variable 'pid_
list' referenced before 
assignment

 2. Execute the following command to 
verify the Appliance Controller is 
running the expected version:

# qtmcontroller -c 
'system show version'

 3. You can now safely remove the 
touch file that is placed to indicate 
an upgrade issue on the Xcellis 
platform. Execute the following 
command on your Xcellis node to 
remove the touch file:

# rm /var/DXi/upgrade_
notify
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Change Request Issue Description Workaround (If Applicable)

HYDRA-5913 The auth show config command 
might report an incorrect status, after a 
cluster takeover, when a node in the 
cluster is missing.

The status displays the following 
message:

Operation did not complete 
for all nodes in the NAS 
cluster...

To workaround this issue, you can ignore 
the status since the cluster 
synchronization did not complete 
because a node is down during the 
cluster takeover.

To clear the status, execute the following 
command when all the nodes are in the 
cluster:

nascluster release master

HYDRA-5914 If you disable SMB, then when you 
execute the nas smb enable 
command, the process times out while 
it waits for SMB to start.

To workaround this issue, wait 
approximately five minutes for the 
process to time out. After approximately 
five minutes, the health check properly 
starts smbd.

HYDRA-5926 If you upgrade the Appliance Controller 
software on an older platform, then the 
RPM database might get corrupted.

This is a known issue on CentOS 
version 7 (or earlier).

To workaround this issue, do the 
following to rebuild the RPM database:

# rm /var/lib/rpm/__db*

# rpm --rebuilddb

HYDRA-5936 The snfs:allow retrieve share option 
does not function.

To workaround this issue, use the 
StorNext denyRetrieves option in the 
/usr/cvfs/config/nss_cctl.xml file. See 
Cluster-Wide Central Control for more 
information.

Contacting Quantum

Contacts
For information about contacting Quantum, including Quantum office locations, go to:

https://www.quantum.com/aboutus/contactus/index.aspx

For further assistance,  or for training opportunities, contact the Quantum Customer Support Center:

https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/flare/Content/stornext/SNS_DocSite/Default.htm#Guide_Installation/Topics/Cluster_Wide_Central_Con.htm
https://www.quantum.com/aboutus/contactus/index.aspx
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Region Support Contact

North America 1-800-284-5101 (toll free)
+1-720-249-5700

EMEA +800-7826-8888 (toll free)

+49 6131 324 185

Asia Pacific +800-7826-8887 (toll free)
+603-7953-3010

For worldwide support:

https://www.quantum.com/en/company/contact-us/

Comments
To provide comments or feedback about this document, or about other Quantum technical publications, 
send e-mail to:

doc-comments@quantum.com

https://www.quantum.com/en/company/contact-us/
mailto:doc-comments@quantum.com
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